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Grass, Cars Could Cohabitate In Vale Park
By Steve Shoup
The argument mtght go like this.
One side: The University needs
more parking space. Yale Park
should be coverted into a parking
lot. The other side: parks, trees and
grass are important in the middle of
the city. Don't change Yale Park.
A proposal being considered by
the University Architect's office
might provide a fascinating compromise.
The proposal involves converting
the part of Yale park owned by the
University of New Mexico into a
parking lot - saving much of grass
and almost every tree.
Bob Johns, University landscape
architect Wednesday said the
scheme involves removing the top
few inches of turf in the park, laying
down gravel and a special mat, and
replacing about an inch and a half of
sod.
The mat, called Ritterrings, was
developed by an Australian
architect. It consists of a numerous
one-inch thick rings on top of a plastic mesh. The mat allows sod to
withstand the weight of a vehicle.
Johns said the parking lot would
have room for about 70 cars, with
the reinforced sod making up the
parking spaces and a brickwork

making up the driveways. Only two
elm trees of the dozens in the park
would have to be removed, he said.
An information booth would be
placed at the entrance to the park to
receive visitors and issue temporary
parking permits, Johns said. The
parking area would be divided from
the rest of the park by a low wall or
series of posts, he said.
The city of Albuquerque has an
easement on the park, which gives it
the right to operate and maintain it.
The area surrounding the water
pump house near Central Avenue
and Yale Boulevard belongs to the
city, but the area east of that belongs
to UNM.
Alan Prickett, University real
estate coordinator, said the city has
held an easement to operate a park at
that site since 1964. While UNM
still owns the land, the city has full
control of it.
UNM gave the city a perpetual
lease rather than full title in the event
the University would like to regain
full control of the park, as it is trying
to do now, Prickett said.
Because of the legal discussions,
Johns said he is "hesitant to say
whether it (the parking area) would
be complete by the end ofthe decade
or is an imminent project."

A view of Yale Park, proposed site of future parking spaces, looking west down Central
Avenue.
·

Archway to Education, Southwest To Grace Corner of Campus
By Steve Shoup
A bright silver arch symbolizing
the bridge of education and a gateway to the University of New Mexico will soon be constructed on the

far southeast corner of central
campus.
The design of the 20-foot high
arch, along with an adobe-style bus
stop shelter were approved by the
UNM Board of Regents Tuesday.

The arch and the shelter will be
situated on the comer of Central
Avenue and Yale Boulevard. The
arch will be made of3/16 inch nickel-chrome plated steel and will have
one unique feature - a solar clock.

ASUNM Tables 'Savings Fund' Bill; Pratt Speaks
By Eric Keszler
The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico Senate
tabled a "savings fund., bill
Wednesday which would deposit 5
percent of student fees in an interest
bearing account.
At the end of the fiscal year, interest from this fund would be used
through the ASUNM appropriation

process as seen fit by the Senate. The
original amount would pay ASUNM
debts.
U.S. Senate democratic candidate
Judy Pratt also spoke at the meeting
and said her campaign is "a matter
of life and death." Pratt said the
nation is in dangerous times, both in
defense and economic policies.
Pratt blamed •"federal cutbacks
and spending" for the problems in

the state Legislature. She said ''sapped state government funds'~ have
not allowed. state government to carry out its responsibilities.
In other Senate action Sen. John
Schoeppner said the ASUNM Duplicating Center has approved the
purchase of typewriters for the center and will have the machines after
spring break.
The Senate also passed a resolution stating the the Senate '"should' •
use a roll-call method of voting and
present the voting results to the
media.

Like a sundial, the arch will chart
the sun's course throught the day.
But unlike a sundial, the arch will
not cast a shadow but will instead
mark time by letting light through
regularly spaced slits. The shafts of
light will mark the correct hour on a
grid on the ground below.
Arch co-designer O.K. Harris
told the Regents, "lrl this shape, I
see a span, a bridging - all of
which I relate to education."
Regent John Paez compared the
arch to the silver Gateway Arch in
St. Louis, Mo., saying "this may
well be a symbol of the gateway to
the Southwest.''
Regent Ann Jourdan said, •·r like
the sculpture, but does it fit into our
campus?l don't get the feeling of the
Southwest.''
Jourdan and Regent Coleen
Maloof voted against the design and
Paez and Regent Phillip Martinez
voted in favor. Board President

Henry Jaramillo broke the tie, voting in favor of the design.
Construction of the cityUniversity project is expected to
cost $160,000 and take about four
months to complete.
The Regents also voted to
approve revised designs for the management/social sciences building.
Additional funding for construe~
tion of the engineering/science cen~
ter was also approved by the Regents. The state Board of Educational Finance originally approved $9.9
million for construction. The board
approved a plan to take $2.5 million
from University capital outlay funds
over three fiscal years. That, with
$300,000 from the state Centers of
Excellence program, will provide
$12.7 million for construction. ·
In other business, the board reelected· Jaramillo, Martinez and
Paez as board president, vice prcsi. dent and secretary, respectively.

Tips Can Make Off-Campus Life Safe
By Mark Williams
Most of us have been through it
before: the want ads, the bulletin
boards, random drives through un·
familiar neighborhoods - anything to find an apartment. For such
a simple need - a place to stay apartment hunting can get more
than just a little complex, and after
moving in, things can be even more
trying.
A Feb. 9 Albuquerque Joumal
article cited a survey prepared by a
Tucson finn, which found that the
city's apartment market is tight.
The survey reported that apartment vacancy rates lire about t percent; despite a new-apartment construction rate hovering around 33
percent, which is above the national
John Moreno Is urved • bowl olsoup •t • luncheon spon· average of 20 percent.
The survey estimated the need for
10red by the Communlatlons Work•" of Amlll'h:lt. Serving Is 1,950 new apartment units a year for
Pori M.Jrld, Loal President, who called theg•therlng to talk the next 10 years.
informally with elected offlt:lall about an lncroseln w•ges or
But help is available for University of New Mexico students looking .
benefit comPflnsatlon for University staff workers.

for a place to Jive.
Since about 1975, the Dean of
Students' Office has been maintain·
ing a listing of housing possibilities.

Fourth of a
Five-Part Series
The office upgraded the lists in
1980 to include infonnation about
whether or not an apartment or
house was accessable to handicapped people, and what kinds of extras, if any, were included in the
price.
.
Now that it's in the new Student
Services Building, the service may
be expanded, said Assistant Dean of
Students Beth Baldizan. She said
she may add more table space and
phones along with a higher profile
on campus. For more infonnation
about this service call the Dean of

Students' Office at 277-3361.
The Attorney General's office in
Santa Fe and the New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group on campus
will advise tenants on rental problems.
For about six years NMPIRG has
run a landlord/tenant hot1ine. The
organization refers tenants to sections of New Mexico law and also
discloses ways other people have
handled their rental problems.
NMPIRG Co-Director Keith
Moheban said that a large majority
of rental problems relate to damage
deposit refunds, repairs and evictions.
If you have any rental questions
call NMPIRG at 277~2757.
One final but critical consideration in looking for an apartment is
safety. Jane Powdrell, educational
coordinator for the Albuquerque
Police Department, said that as the
summermonths approach; property
and violent crimes almost double,
continued on tMII• 5
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Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting
SPECIAL SESSION
Monday, March 19
4:00 PM Hoom 250D SUB

V.

(:all to ( )rdt·r
Mioul<'\ li·om "-lan·h :3
Pn·~idt•nt's H<•porl - ~tori<· \1ouml
Commit!<'<' Jkports

VI.

Vll.

N<•w Bnsin<·s.,
Adjmo•·nuH•nl

Old Busirwss
A. !'ropo1Pd Am<•ndnwnt- Jndil'iary Committ<·<·
B. l'ropol<'d AnH•ndnu•nt - Budgr'l l'ro<·t•dun·~
C. l'ropos<'d Addition of' Cn•d<'ntials Conunitl<•c•
D. Commitl<'<' Appointm<'nls

Coffee mJCI cookie.<> will be served.

All gradua.tc students welcome.

The UNIVERSITY Of SAN DIEGO, in cooperation with the
National Center for Paralegal Training, offers an intensive
12 or 36 week LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program will enable you to put your education to work as a
s~ill;d member of the legal team.
• Specialties aHered In the followln9 ilelds:
Generalist (Evenings only),
Estates, Trusts & Wills
Litigation
Corporations & Real Estate
• ABA Approved
• Internship
• Employment Assistance
a free brochure about this career opportunity
(619) 293·4579 or mall the coupon below to:

t

University of &n Diego

Room 318, Serra Hall
UNH

J 1;lf) Lawyer's Assistant Program San Diego, CA 92110
'{ry-"'

Name
.State __ ._

Summer 1984-0ny
June 4-Aug. 16, 1984

0
0
0

Mice's Genetic D.ifferences Could Unlock Mysteries

by United Press International

By Ramona Nye

Special Session Begins Friday

Agenda
I
II.
Til
IV.

Wire RefJOrt

-·~-ZiP-----

Phone_--------Fall 1984-Day
Sept, 16-0ec. 7, 1984
Fall 1984-Evenlng
Sept. 27-June 20, 1985

The University of San Diego does not discriminate on the
basis of race, sox, color, religion, age. national orl&ln~
~;;;:~-.. ,,-v or handocap In its policies and i>ro•gra•ms.

SANTA FE- Gov. Toney
Anaya Wednesday said lawmakers
will go back to work Friday.
Anaya annouuced two weeks ago
he planned to call a special sc;sion to
convene at noon Friday but discussions with legislative leaders, convinced the session would be unproductive, prompted the governor to
stall a final decision and consider
postponing or cancelling a special
session.
However, Anaya said a special
session is needed to open up the process to the publit• and to ensure
budget increases to state government and public schools.
Legislators during the regular session, fighting over taxes and spending !L•vels, f;,~iled to pass a new state
budget or a· capital outlay package.
Without those two major bills, the
state would have been forced to
operate at 1983-84 levels ;,~nd could
not have started any new construction projects.
Anaya said without a new budget
69 of the state's 88 school districts
would have been forced to Jay off
staff and cut programs and state colleges and universities would have
had to cut courses. Losses to state
agencies would have meant laying
off 70 prison guards and shutting
down the Southern New Mexico
Correctional Facility in Las Cruces,
he added.
"It would be easy, and could have
been tempting, to refuse to call a
special session, played politics with
the issue, and attempted to hold
some legislators solely responsible
for the insufficient funding of state
government," be said.
Anaya said he will ask legislators
in his proclamation declaring the
special session to convene for I0
days and consider a state budget, a
capital outlay package and a variety

of special appropriation bills, for a
total in appropriations sought of
$1.37 billion.
Among those bills are a number of
proposals that died in the regular
session, including funding for higher education scholarships and salary
upgrades. joint sessions to study
education. government efficiency,

taxes and the corrections department, the creation of a high value
crop study center, a reduction in the
state employees' share of their retirement premium, and additional
state Court of Appeals judge.
Anaya said he will also seek a
revenue bill, but does not know yet
what form it will take.

About 20,000 years ago, a blink
of the eye as far as evolution goes, a
small elongated field mouse known
as the Mexican vole inhabited the
pine forests covering the area now
known as northern Mexico and New
Mexico.
!

i.

I

\.!
!'

This short-tailed, short-eared rodent may be the key to discovering
the history of New Mexico's mountains and their associated wildlife,
said Dwight Moore, a University of
New Mexico biology researcher.

I

Explosion Kills 3 in Israel;
Palestinian Group Credited
ASHDOD, fsrael- A handgrenade time bomb planted by
Palestinian terrorists Wednesday
destroyed a bus filled with shoppers
in the port city of Ashdod, killing
three people and wounding nine
other~, officials said.
Police said about 90 Arab suspects were rounded up for questioning, but most were released soon
afterward.
In Damascus, Syria, the Iraqibacked Abu Nidal Palestinian guerrilla splinter took responsibility for
the attack.
A witness told Armed Forces
Radio that enraged Jews were set to
attack Arab passersby and laborers
in the Ashdod market place after the
blast, but quick police action averted
more violence.
''There was all sorts of talk of
revenge'' said the witness, II an
Kriel.
The morning blast wrecked the
red-and-white vehicle of the Egged
bus cooperative carrying shoppers
from an outdoor market to the residential section of Ashdod, a port
city of64,000, 22 miles south of Tel
Aviv.
Most of the victims were sitting in
the central section of the bus. Two

were kH!ed immediately and a third
died later in a hospital.
Shmuel Pinsker, the bus driver,
said there were 15 passengers
aboard the bus, and one of them
could have been the assailant.
"I think I saw the person who
placed the bomb," Pinsker said, recalling in particular one passenger
carrying a white box who claimed he
bad gotten on the bus "by mistake."
The army radio said a hand grenade attached to a timer was used in
the attack.
Pinsker said he was slammed
against the bus window by the force
of the blast, but he continued to drive
"a little further," put on the
emergency brakes and opened the
doors.
"There was shouting. Some of
the wounded got off. Those that
couldn't remained and were evacuated' later," he said.
The bus blast was the first such
incident in Ashdod. It followed a
bombing incident at a clothing store
in Jerusalem Feb, 28 that injured 21
people. Three guerrilla groups took
responsibility for that strike.
On Dec. 6, a similar bus bombing
killed six people and wounded more
than 30 others in Jerusalem.

The vole once thrived on the pine
forests' floors, burrowing beneath

the pine needle carpets, searching
for its main diet of grasses.
But north America's glaciers began lo retreat, taking with them the
moisture that made the southwestern
pine forests and the vole's natural
habitat possible.
As its natural habitat turned into
desert, voles were pushed into higher and higher elevations. The mice
soon became isolated from one
another. Once roaming freely between New Mexico and Mexico, the
drying environment forced vole colonies to retreat to the mountains.
Voles can now only be found at
elevations above 7,000 feet, and
colonies are scattered but isolated

Moore holds one of the live voles raised by the biology department for study.

Dwight Moore, mammalogy researcher, displays
Mexico voles.

B

tray of catalogued specimens of New

laltl'VIIIIIf c•rtollol Fdto..olllp, an Inter·
denominational fellowship or studentS, meets at 1
p.m. eo.·cry Thursday in the SUB, Room 2!0 D, B.
Guest speakers every wcc:k. Everyone ls welcome.
Moreinformaiion is available ai256-7809.

Today's Events

mevery Issue.

Wl1at numbers should you call in an emergency?
How can you sa\'e more money on local phone
service? What do recent changes in the telecommunications industtv mean to vou?
Find out by re-Jding the newsletters that come
in your phone bill. They can answer all these
questions. as well as tell you about Mountain Bell
long distance service. special services for disabled
customers, rate changes and much more.
In fact, every month you'll find useful,
interesting Information about our services, policies
and procedures. So be· sure to give each newsletter
your complete attention. There·s good reading for you
in every issue.

fur the way you live.

@

Most species usually take millions of years to develop genetic
mutations, but the vole has exhibted
these changes in about 17,000 years,
Moore said.
Although Mexican and New
Mexican voles look alike, they exhibit different genetic characteristics. Mexican voles have 48
chromosomes, while New Mexican
voles have 44 chromosomes.
Chromosomes are responsible for
determination and transmission of
hereditary characteristics.
This gap in chromosomes Jed
Moore to believe that other genetic
differences existed in voles. Once
Moore has found all the genetic
variations, he said he may then be
able to determine how long ago the
forests covering Mexico and New

Mexico began to dry out and when
the two variations of voles split up.
Although he can't prove it, Moore
said he believes that New Mexico's
voles have gone through a combination of genetic mutations since they
were split from the Mexican voles,
enough to catagorize the Mexican
voles as a separate species.
If the Mexican and New Mexican
voles are separate species, than they
can't interbreed, Moore said.
Once voles' genetic changes are
pinned down, Moore said these
variations can be compared to other
southwestern animal's genetic
mutations.
"A comparison will help to further our understanding of the history
of the mountains and their associated animals," Moore said.

Wqoti Wheels square dance club will feature live

music at 7 p.m. Thursdays In ihe SUB, Room 231.
Fee is $0 cents for students. More information is
•••liable at 842-0046.

G~tgood~

from one another by the mountain
"islands" which include the Sandias, Manzanos, Jemez and Zuni
ranges.
Since its "island" type isolation,
New Mexican voles have developed
slight genetic differences from their
Mexican cousins. This genetic
mutation is known as speciation.
University of New Mexico's
mammalogy division is monitering
the voles "rapid" speciation.
Moore said voles arc one of the few
species in which biologists can
observe the speciation process because the changes between the Mexican and New Mexican varities are
occurring now.

UNM M01o1oltl Clob will in,.. aJ 7:30p.m. in lhe
lower level or <he SUB, Room 24-F. Upcoming trips
and events discussed. More information is available
at277-1150.

11th ANNUAL

END OF WINTER SALE

Snafu

20%-50% off
on all new
and used
XC skis.
20%·50% off
on all
Winter
outdoor
wear.

AtU 11H1 Sdures Advllftllfllt Ce•ttr will have

tepteSentttlves from the Vniversiiy or Missouri~
Kansas City Dental School a•allable io 1aik wllh
students at 10 a.m. in Ortega Hail, Room 201.

Europu~~ Sludlta Com•lll"' will present a talk by
Elina Haavio-Maiinila, of the University o! Helsinki,

Finland, on ••Nordic Equality Between the Sexes:

Myth or Reality" at3:30 p.m. in lhe Ortega Readins
Room, third floor of Onega Hall. More Information
•.h availableat277·8803.

Sharon Noble is not the manager
of nursing services as reported in
Wednesday's edition of the New
Mexico Daily Lobo. Amy Antle is
the manager of nursing services at
UNM's Cancer Center•

ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER
c:f?e:s.umi Clyp in9 .de. '!.Vice

c=Rt91'zt-hand iuj,tl(led

!Boldface. p'l.inl:
19 p'l.lnt

j,f:yfE.i

Mountain Bell
OPEN
MONDA Y• FRIDAY
8AM·9PM
SATURDAY IOAM·4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT

A little harder to tind but worth it.
277

2421 San Pedro NE
884-5113

THE
WILDERNESS
CENTBB

Pa)'<' ·l. Nt·w

Mt'Xll'O llall)' l.olm.

Mall'h K. I'JKl

l'a)!e ~-New Mem:o Da1ly l.oho. Mar..:h X, 19!!4

Pond Needs
Your Ducks

Forum

--Editorial-Equality Jeopardized

BLOOM COUNTY
WAKE UP, ~~ WAKe (ff!
YW've. WON 11 ROte IN
'reSS WRBO '5 NEW VIIJeO
AN/1 m£ CAtrUA CReW IS
ON 115 WAY OV6r<..ll

we NW7 11) 0£f
you Pt?<5srw' oo...YA t<.Now

QIJICK I

The justices further stipulated that, because Grove City students
get federal financial aid, its financial aid office will have to prove it
complies with Title IX. The college has decided to lend its own money
and give up the federal aid to students rather than comply.

If other schools respond similarly in the same situation, students'
finances, not those of the school, would be hurt. It was not the intent
of the law to punish students for discriminatory practices within the
schools but to motivate schools to protect the civil rights of students.
If this is justice, who does it serve?

--Letters-Dorm Story Mislabeled_
Editor:
The !March Eil article "Better
Grades, More Freedom Offered
in Dorm Life" should have been
labeled an advertisement. Serious problems with the administration of the UNM residence
halls were overlooked.
For example, the activities of
certain advisers historically, as
well as the selection of some of
the present ones, are questionable. The first time I met one of
the current advisers was when,
u pan opening the door to a
friend's room, he passed out on
the floor due to drinking. This individual was considered
annoying and was not very wellrespected. The only reason that I
can see that gives him the right
to be an adviser is his tendency
to be a "yes man" for the administration, not willing or capable
of suggesting any new ideas that
would improve the power of the
residence hall students relative
to the administration.
The "yes man" will always get
the job. This explains the existence of advisers in the dorm system that even normally indifferent students dislike greatly.
I understand that sometimes
the function of the Daily Lobo is
to serve as free publicity forcer-

tain campus divisions. However,
somebody has to tell the other
side.
Gene Hill

Class 'Rip-Off'
Editor:
I'm studying field production.
In this course we have several
projects to complete, e.g.: GOsecond commercial, GO-second
news spot. However, we cannot
get these projects done, due to
poor equipment.
We have two Hitachi porta·
pacs and two cameras which are
down 70 percent of the time.
We've been in class for two
months, and of 18 students, only
several are capable of having
their projects finished by the due
date.
What angers me the most is
that I feel I'm being ripped off. I
paid my tuition plus a $30 fee for
tapes.
They're talking about raising
tuition next semester. Before
raising tuition they should take
care of the problems we're having in these different departments of the University.
Ruben Porter
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----Commer ~··_ary---Hart's Novelty Theme 'Woefully Thin'
Despite Primary's Moment of Mischief
WASHINGTON- Those
ornery New Hampshire voters
obviously enjoyed rocking the
stately SS Walter Mondale in the
puny wake of the cockleshell
Gary Hart. But what, if anything,
does their moment of mischief
mean?
Even in a campaign more than
usually marked by fluff, Gary
Hart's theme has seemed ex·
traordinarily mindless. He insists
repeatedly that voters must
choose between the !unspecified) future and the !unspecified)
past; that if you're content with
"old ideas" you'll go for Mandale, while if you crave "new
ideas" you'll vote for Hart.
Well, nobody ever won a
Democratic nomination running
as a retread. But novelty for
novelty's sake- which is what
Hart's theme boils down to so
far- seems woefully thin, even
for media politics. When it was
reported after the New Hampshire primary that the Virginia
state Democratic Party headquarters had discarded a "crate"
of Hart position papers, thinking
them unimportant, you had to
wonder what the papers said.
"Text to come?"
Hart, who studied Plato and
Blackstone at Yale, knows that
so-called "new ideas" are hen's
teeth in politics. So this constant
celebration of novelty in the abstract must be his way of telegraphing to the voters he targets
that he knows they're weary of
the stale liberal baloney.
No doubt Patrick Caddell,
Hart's pollster, has something to
do with this. Sidney Blumenthal
of the New Republic, reported
that Hart's polls "tell him that 84
percent of prospective Democratic primary voters ••• would vote
for a candidatewho would 'bring

fresh new ideas and fresh
approaches' to governing."
But it is the muddled confusion of these two ingredients, as
if they were identical, that has
helped bring American politics
to boredom and grief. It could
hardly matter more which of the
two- more new programs, as
in job retraining or defense re·
form, or new techniques for
breaking the cycle of lethargy·
and unaccountability in government- Hart has in mind.

Politics
in

Profile
By Edwin M. Yoder Jr.
Michael Barone of the
Washington Post says that Hart's

insurgent, time-for-new-ideas
campaign "misses the fact that
confidence in American political
institutions and politicians is risIng, not falling." Ronald Reagan,
he says, "has proved that elections matter and politicians can
make a difference.''
The choice of terms is revealing. Indeed, elections matter and
politicians make differences. But
beyond elections, when politi·
cians are ·supposed to govern,
how much does government
matter? One does not lightly con•
tradict Barone, whose knowledge of politics is encyclopedic.
But I'd wager public confidence
in the art of governing is not exactly soaring. The problem is

that the connection between
phony electioneering and phony
government is too seldom made.
Gary Hart has written, "Far too
many candidates and far too
many presidents have been running against the very governmentthey seek to lead.'' That's at
least a start in the right direction,
away from the childish disparagement of government itself (as
distinguished from bad, corrupt
or incompetent government).
Voters who believe elections
were made for government, not
government for elections, have
had a fill of it. They have seen
more than enough of candidates
who discovered that governing
involves a lot more than "new
ideas"- perhaps even some
old techniques.
If Gary Hart means to be taken
seriously, he will need to differentiate his view of the problem
from Mondale's. Mondale harps
on his "experience," as Hart has
harped on "new ideas." I've
been there, Mandate says; I
know where the levers are. What
worries some voters about Mendale is how many ofthe levers he
has promised to share with other
interested parties.
When Gary Hart calls for
novelty, does he mean just
another set of programmatic re•
medies? Or does he have fresh
ideas for using, even regenerating, the creaky machinery of government? Does he worry not
only about budget deficits, for instance, but also about the fact
that officials can so easily run
away from accountability for
them?
In the television age, .most
candidates talk in codes, Hart's
code of novelty being no exception. I'm waiting for the code
books to be broken out.

Suppose you had been physically
removed from your home, taken to a
new place miles away, only to discover that your former home has
been emptied, new walls and fountains installed and the whole thing
dyed blue. Would you want to go
back?
That's the problem facing campus
landscapers. The finishing touch of
the newly renovated duck pond
would be the ducks. But the ducks
don't want to come back, said Larry
Shaver, UNM landscapesupel,'Vjsor.
About 40 ducks were removed
from the once grimy pond last summer and taken to the University of
New Mexico's south golf course.
"Since they've been down there,
they've become wilder than the
dickens and we can't catch them and
bring them back. ''
The ducks used to be somewhat
tame because of the high population
of people around their fanner home,
Shaver said. But there are fewer
people at the golf course and the
ducks don't seem to be fond of people anymore, he said.
The upshot of the case of the
dodging ducks is that the University
needs your ducks. Only about a
dozen are needed and if you can bear
to part with Huey, Dewey or Louie,
give Larry Shaver a call at 2772425.
By the way, that blue stuff in the
pond is not Tidy Bowl. It's a chemical to prevent underwater weed
growth by cutting sunlight.

{With IDs)

The new police recruits.
Call them slobs.
Call them jerks.
Call them gross.
Just don't call them
when you're in trouble.

Tips--continued from page 1
and all students. especially women,
should be aware of a few basic precautions.
Whe11 looking for an apartment,
consider how well lit the outside is,
arc there bushes that might serve as
cover for someone trying to break in
and whether the doors and windows
arc secure.
Same other Jc~s obvious safety
precautions arc:
Is there a lot of traffic in the
area? A low-traffic area is a better
target for most residential crimes.
V Would surrounding apartments provide a direct view into the
apa.rtment you are considering?
.... rs the apartment located in a
high·crime area? APD can give you
information on the area you are con·
sidering.
v Is the path from available
parking to your doorway short, clear
and unobstructed?
Since last September in the areas
cast of north campus and south of
main campus over 350 residential
burglaries, 350 automobile robberies and 27 reponed rapes were com·
mittcd, APD said.
If you have any questions on safe·
ty contact PowdrcU at 848·3200.

v
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SHOCK IN& ••• CRP.lY. ..

71iB5~

Twelve years ago Title IX of the Higher Education Amendments of
1972 was passed, declaring that schools that receive federal funds
must not discriminate on the basis of gender, ortheyface losing those
funds. But a recent decision by the Supreme Court weakens the law's
resolve to help women obtain equal educational opportunities.
The court's decision in a federal suit against Grove City College in
Pennsylvania limits the anti-discrimination compliance of Title IX to
the individual programs receiving federal aid. The decision .is expected to affect all schools and will weaken their incentive to ensure
fairness to women in all programs. Now a school need not be vigilant
in ferreting out discriminatory practices. If an individual program
violates Title IX, it, not the school as a whole, loses federal aid.

By Steve Shoup

A Free Showing to
UNM Students

Makers of Handmade
lnd1an Jewelr~·
OLDTOWN

Attention
faculty members
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Lab Manuals
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What an Institution!
''POLICE ACADEMY" A PAUL MASLANSKY PRODUCTION

stARRING STEVE GUTTENBERG • KIM CATTRALL • BUBBA SMITH • AND GEORGE GAYNES AS COMDT. LASSARD
STORY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT PROFT • SCREENPLAY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT PROFT AND HUGH Wll.SON

PRODUCED BY PAUL MASLANSKY. DffiECTED BY HUGH WILSON
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Free T-Sh!rt Give-Aways!!
Tonight at 8 o'clock
Wyoming Mall Cinema
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Young Fans Don't Mind Motley Crue's Reputation

New Mexico Denies Utah, Advances To Semifinals

Hy Lydia l'iper

~ta~c antJc'i -- · particularly the
~atan .~ymboli"m uscJ in their stage

"Hey, quit mcssin' with my
!(un." Nikki Sixx, bassbt for MotIcy <'rue said to ~omconc in the
background he fore turning his attention to the phone. "Sorry about
that." he said over the phone. "We
just bought u hunch of guns and
knives."
"What kind of image arc you
trying to present?" I asked.
"lley. we're just being
ourselves.'' s;xx said, sounJing
irritated. "We 1wvcr wanted to be
contrived."
Contrived or not, Motley Crue
ha~ succcedcJ in obtaining one (Jf
the worst rcpuWtions in the world of
heavy metal music since the days of
I .cd Zeppelin and driving motorcycles through hotel lobbys.
Should Motley ('me be compared
to Led Zeppelin? Well, in some
ways yes. Their music isn't much
different ftom "Whole Lotta Love"
and "Communication Breakdown"
as far us volume and screaming is
concerned. AnJ their consumption
of alcohol and women is ncar suicid·
at. a phase which almost every hardcore rock 'n' roll band has gone
through at one time or other.
But Motley Cruc has managed to
get everyone riled up about their off

shows and the violence that seem~ to
lbllow them everywhere.
Although the satan hsuc h<ts been
used by bands 111 the past ~- even
Jimmy Page dabbled in the
occult - the violence could be the
big difference between Motley Cme
and all the other crazy rock 'n' roll
groups fans have come to worship.
What people seem to criticize
Motley Cme for most is setting a bad
example for young audiences. ln
n:ck magazines geared toward
teenagers, the band's "extra curricular activities" are described in
every article on the group. The
antics which have received the most
attention include Sixx hitting a cop,
lead singer Vince Neil hitting a
woman, Sixx stealing his first
guitar, the entire band trashing a
hotel room in Canada when they weren't paid for a gig and subsequently
being banned from that province and
Sixx driving his new car at 70 mph
into a wall and walking away
laughing.
"What we do off stage is our own
business," Sixx said. "And besides, these kids are intelligent
enough to look at us as entertainment and nothing more. They know
thatjustbecause I crash my car into a

Uy Jim Wiesen

Motley Crue: Vince Neil, Tommy Lee, Nikki Sixx, Mick Mars.
wall and walk away laughing Motley Crue listen to off stage, said. ''They just want to get to know
while traveling between shows, may them. Hell, if the kids want to come
doesn't mean they should do it."
"What we're offering is stories be different from other heavy-metal party with us after the show, that's
about street life and that it isn't that acts. Sixx said he likes the early fine."
great," he continued, "We're tell- material of the Eagles, Aerosmith,
Motley Cme consists of Sixx,
ing them that it's better to come to AC/DC, Duran Duran and Motown Neil, dmmmerTommy Lee and lead
our concerts and get their aggres- music. He even expressed a liking guitarist Mick Mars. The group hails
sions out that way instead of going for a new group called Bon Jovi who from Los Angeles and is currently
is more like Rick Springfield than on tour with Ozzy Osbourne,
out and getting into trouble."
Although it is debatable as to what any heavy-metal group.
another soul whose reputation
"We go on stage and put every- prances around him like a court
kind of influence Motley Crue really
has on teenagers, the kids don't thing we got into the show," Sixx jester.
seem to mind the reputation. The explained. "We party awhile after
Like Osbourne, Motley Cme is a
band's current album, Sham at the the show, then while on the road, we 1i ttle more concerned these days
mellow out."
Devil has recently gone platinum.
with the impressions people have
Sixx criticized bands that have be- about the group.
Some critics say the band's reputation is responsible for the success, come too much of an organization;
but actually, Motley Crue is one of who don't communicate with its
"I never said I liked fat girls,"
the better heavy-metal bands fans. He said some bands drive to Sixx said, complaining about an
around. But like all other heavy- concerts in a limousine, put on a article in Hit Parader which quoted
metal groups, it doesn't like being show, and then leave in the same him ns saying fat girls are the best.
limousine without interacting with "I was just joking. I don't want to
lumped into that category.
"We're more melodic than the fans.
give anyone the wrong idea."
''Those kids aren't going to attack
heavy-metal groups," Sixx said.
Neither would I, Nikki, neither
But the music that members of them or tear their shirts off," Sixx would I.

The Albuquerque Silver Belles
In conjunction with the Lobo Miss
cordially invite you to a
Spring/Summer
Fashion Extravaganza.
Join us Wednesday, March 14
at 11:30am
at Ned's Marina
6801 Uptown Dlvd. NE

PIONEER WEAR'S FACTORY OUTLET
ROSS AT YALE, behind PIONEER WEAR,
NEAR THE AIRPORT
242-9535
Mon.~Sat.
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said Michael Jensen, Osbournes
press agent.
''At a certain note, the mirror was
Ozzy Osbourne has the kind of
reputation that dances into a town · supposed to be shattered by a stage
two months before he arrives, play- hand. Unfortunately, when it was
ing with the minds of everyone con- broken, pieces of glass flew into
Ozzy's mouth, lacerating the back
cerned.
It caused him to be banned from of his throat."
But what about the bat'?
playing in Texas and has linked him
"Someone threw a bat on stage
to Satan and eating various parts of
animals. Now any time something and Ozzy bit into it," Jensen said,
happens to him, it's assumed he "After the show, Ozzy said he
thought it was plastic."
brought it on himself.
Osbourne was given rabies shots
His latest mishap is a good example. It was broadcasted all over the when it was found he had bit into the
country that Osbourne was in the animal.
"We have spent the past several
hospital with glass in his throat.
Many people assumed he decided to years playing down a lot of rumors
cat a glass when he was done drink- that just weren't tme. After the bat
ing out of it, but what really occurred incident, people had Ozzy sawing
off the legs of dogs and cats," Jencould have happened to anyone.
"Ozzy was filming a scene in his sen said.
But what about the dove?
new video, 'So Tired' in which he
Oh well, some things arc tJUe.
was supposed to sing into a mirror.''
Jensen sai9 Osbourne made a public
apology for that incident, and has
since been made a lifetime member
I
of the Society for the Prevention of
I
Cruelty to Animals.
I
"Osbourne is still crazy," Jensen
Get 75c off any custom made
1
explained. "In the last five years he
Domino's Pizza and enjoy one
By Lydia Piper

MEN iS

PIZZA

Theatrics Part of Osbourne Concerts

- 9 am-5 pm

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

has created enough controversy to
keep people talking and it has been
very effective. He doesn't want to
get boring as he gets older."
Osbourne is best known for his
work with Black Sabbath in the
'70s, before he went solo. But even
then, controversy surrounded him,
particulary Satanism.
"The Satan thing was never a big
deal. Ozzy never worshipped the devil, he's a Christian," Jensen said.
But these days Osbourne is playing down the Satanism and moving
more toward Vincent Price. His live
show, Jensen explained, is like
watching a horror movie on stage.
In 1982. Osbourne was faced with
another crisis, which couldn't be
written off as rumor. His lead guitarist, Randy Rhoads, died in a plane
crash. Aside from the Joss of n
friend, Osbourne was faced with
continuing the band without his
songwriting partner. Bark At the
Moon is the first album without
Rhoads.
But along with death, Osbourne
has also experienced life. He recent·
ly became the father of a baby girl,
Aimee.

delicious pizza!

Five Wrestlers
Go to Nationals
By Pat Armijo
Five Lobo wrestlers are representing the University of New Mexico
today through Friday in the NCAA
National Championships in the
Meadowlands, N.J.
Western Athletic Conference
champions Ralph Harrison (134
lbs.), Mike Baker (177 lbs.) and
Dave Vurik (177lbs.) will join two
Lobo wildcards Bruce Garner (118
lbs.) and Curtis Luttrell (158lbs.) in
the championships.
All the wrestlers said they would
like to finish in the top eight, which
will earn AU-American status.
Harrison said he would like to finish in the top four at 134 lbs. "Last
year I lost to the winner of the
tournament by one point. And I lost
in overtime to the third place
finisher," he said.
Harrison said many times a
National Championship is determined by which wrestler in the top
I 5 is having "the best day."
Each weight division will have up
to 42 competitors, with the top seeds
receiving byes until the bracket is
down to 32.
Luttrell said, "It's best to wrestle
the top guy in your division right
away. You can still finish third if
you lose to a seeded wrestler. But if
you get beat by an unsecded wrestler
it's tough to get in the final eight."

And when Scarborough and fellow freshmen Mike Winters and
Hunter Greene were done with their
first half performance, they had
combined for 15 points to give UNM
a 28-22 lead at intermission. UNM
never trailed in the >ccond half.
The win keeps UNM in the race
for the Western Athletic Conference
title. UNM advances Friday to play
Brigham Young while Wyoming, a
40-36 winner over Colorado State
Wednesday, advances to play the
number one seeded team in the post
season tournament, Texas-El Paso.
Smith was the leading scorer in
the game with 16 points. Tim Garrett had 12 points, Scarborough
finished with nine and Winters hit
4-5 field goals for eight points.
Greene chipped in three points for
the Lobos.
Winans scored 12 points and Kelvin Upshaw had II points for the
Utes.

JJ
Diane Sewell

Lobo freshman Kelvin Scarborough drives against Utah forward Dean Raymond. Scarbor~
ough scored nine points and helped in their 56·45 victory over the Utes. The Lobos advanced
to the WAC's semifinal round.

ENTER THE
MILLER
HIGH LIFE
PLAYER-OFTHE-YEAR
SWEEPSTAKES
PICK THE PLAYER
OF THE YEAR AND
ATTEND THE COLLEGE
BASKETBALL FINALS
WITH AL McGUIRE!
The Final Four in '84-Be There!
Catch the unbelievable semi~finals
on Saturday and the crowning on
Monday evening. You might be the
fortunate one to wear a rain coat. see
Mt. Rainier and get on a Seattle Ferry.

1 GRAND PRIZE
Expense paid trip for 1wo to Seattle.
WA to attend the College Basketball
Finals with AI McGuire. Trip includes
trip airfare, hotel accommodations,
$500 in_ spending money and 1wo
tickets to the College Basketball
Semi-Finals on March 31, 1984 and
the Finals on April 2, 1984 and
dinner; with all fhe answers to all your
basketball questions.

25 FIRST PRIZES

\.IMlled Delivery Area.
OOet good at all Albuquerque sloros.
U!".c> utuj.ill~ J')cr prua

Coupon alSO~ fCir tatry-but
l;)pnes· Apr 12, 19~

UNM MOUNTAIN CLUB
meeting Thursday 7:30pm
Room 24-f In the SUD

262-1662
3!1?11 Central S.E.

It took a little help from Utah forward Chris Winans and a big contribution from the University of New
Mexico freshmen basketball players
Wednesday night to give the Lobos a
56-45 victory over the Utah before
11,801 fans.
It was the lowest attendance of the
year for a UNM men's basketball
game, but the small crowd armed with 10,000 pompomswas the loudest group to enter the
building per square mouth since
Lobo Coach Gary Colson showcased this season's squad.
Winans was tagged with a technical foul midway through the
second half and New Mt!xico leading the Utes 39-35. After Lobo point
guard Phil Smith sank the technical
shot, the fans took a turn shouting at
the Utah big man.
And with Utah intimidated somewhat by the pompom reinforced
Lobo crowd, and New Mexico
charged up, the Lobos scored eight
straight points and took a commanding 46-35lead, an 11-point margin
they clung to·until the final buzzer.
But the game was a seesaw battle
early in the contest. Not until fresh-

man Kelvin Scarborough entered the
game midway through the first half
did UNM begin to surpass the Utes.
With New Mexico trailing. 9-7,
Scarborough dished two assists and
scored a buskct to tic the game, 1313.

Upcoming trips & events:
rafting, climbing, camping.
For Information contact Spin or Ted at 277·4150 or 277-55&2

Miller High Life Mini-Basketball Back~
board & Goal autographed by AI
McGuire.
(
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MILLER HIGH LIFE PLAYER.OHHE·YEAR SWEEPSTAKES
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Beer Stewed by Miller Brewing Co .. Milw.. WI
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H, N\'v. M\'XH'o Datly l.oht!, Mardt X. I'JX4
F'EMAU: GRAD STUDEN'f roonunate wanted:
Share 2-bd, 2~bath apt. with pool. Rent $165/rno.
plus •;, tlec C'all268·8056 after 10 p.m. Keep trying.
3/8
WANTFJ>: H:MALE ROOMMATE to share fur·
nished house on campus. Utilities, laundry Included.
3119
$195/mo.242-6678.
WORKING MOTHER NEEDS two female room·
mates to share NE home. $175/mo. V> utilities. 8831027.
3/19
A ONE DORM furnished apt. Utilities Included
3/12
S28S/month. 268·0525.
THE Cl'fADEL; SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. l bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. Alllltilitles paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 UniversitY NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $2SO/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished·securitY locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-839:l.
tfn

Food/Fun
DANCE 'fO TilE Crawling Walls 60's band
Saturday at the B&M, 1327 Fourth Street SW, 9 p.m.
$1 cover, BYOD.
3/9
PARTY? CONCERT? FOOD? The Dally Lobo ha• a
place for your clnssifieds about R<stnurants, Parties,
Food Sales and Stores, C'oncens, etc. Oive the details
today in "Food/Fun.".
tfn

Services

Las Noticlas
AR'f SUDMITIED TO Conceptions Southwest can
be pi<ked up at the Art Annex Wed. 12·2 and 4:30 on,
·1 hru~. 1 2 unt14:30 on and Friday 11·12 and 4:30 on.
3/9
ASA
(:QN.
'TEMPORARY /POR'fRAI'f!photography/show
now accepting work. Deadline: Fri. 319. Entry fcc:
3/9
$10.I'ormorelnfoca11277·2667.114.
DF:AOLINt:: Al'Pl.I<:ATIONS FOR 1984-85 Spurs
arc due Friday, March 9 in room 1129 Mesa Vista.
Applications can be picked up in the same room.
More info. at 2774271.
3/9
SOPJlOMORt;s, WANT 'fO fly airplanes or manage
an engineering plant within one year after
gruduation7 And have the next two years of school
pa~d fur7 Call Navy Officer Programs 766-389S.
318
'i,j.·"':.\'""R"'"N:-:1:-:-IO""W:-::-::T::O:-p"":'lc....,.k-u-p-w-om-en-a-tb:-n-r,-:d""ls-co-,..;;a1:..:;
1d
partres. This book will help you. Sends 10 check or
m1>ney order to: Stanley Cooks Enterprizes, 3232 San
Mateo NE, Suite G51, Albuq. NM 87110.
1119
('U 'U? M•:•: flNG7 EVENTI Advertise in Las
Nntioas. Only tO cents per word per Issue for UNM
Jcpartments and organizations.
tfn

Personals
U~~lu: V
there ·~. I
lntcre~tetl.

lDIO·llll: Is there a way to meet you? If
haven't figured it out ... >et. Any ideas?
3, 8
KARRoT:J.T::wi\Vj:ol, Dabteff,
318
Miss S('IIMIZETfE: I am not wailing for your
pcm>nal ad ·- Mr. S<hmulm.
318
~WWYOl1R Mt:SSACJf: to that special someone or
lucnd$ and farmly. Make contact with a message in
the damficd' today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
urscrtron. 111 Marron Hall.
tfn

HOME; TYPING SERVICE, Retired professor.
Grammar, spelling, confidentialitY guaranteed. 2941365.
3/23
TUTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French - Masters dcgreed instructor. Reasonable.
266-4247 evenings.
3/19
IIORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS. Experienced
Instructor teaches English, W<stern, Jumping, etc.
lleginner to advanced. Reasonable mtes. Jeanette
822-8473.
319
EXPERT TYPING, OUI'STANDING resumes.
Professional writing. 881-0313.
3/19
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY TYPING for your
school papers. Call Virginia day or evening. 2963096.
3/8
24110UR TYPING service. 298·5110.
4/24
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, EDmNG. Mary. Days
3/30
881-1724. Evenings 265-1088.
PROFI!SSIONAI. TYPING, THESES. Reports.
IBM. Campus pickup/delivery. 281·2913.
517
WE DO QUAUTY residential painting. Interiors and
exteriors at reasonable rates. For free estimate in
University area, call Victor 242·7096 or Tony 2437058.
3/9
80 CENTS/PAm;, Degrecd typist. 344-3345.
3/28
TAX PREPARATIONS 166-0863.
3/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
tfn
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315.
SOFT CONTACT LENSF.'l are now very reasonable
for everything! Call- Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clime, across from La Belles, S019 Menqul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACTS-POLJSJUNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofW asbington.
lfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABO liT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294..()171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TF.STING A counseling. Phone 247·
%1~

tfu

Housing
ONE BEDROOM APARTMEN'f two blocks from
campus. Available March 15. 268·S221 evenings.
3/9

~wo=~KI:-:-N:c::G~F~O::-:R::-:A-c-o-ns~id:-er-a-:-te-,m--:at-ur-e~h-ou-s-em....;a-:-'-te.

Near UNM. $83.75 plus utilities. No smoke. h) 243·
2096 w) 345·3311 x 2132. (James).
3/9
EFFICIENCY AVAILABLE MARCil 18. Four
blocks from UNM. $160 utilities paid. 883-li4S,
Isabel.
3/8

For Sale
SOFA AND CHAIJ\ good condition. $120. Call
evenings 243·S 177.
3/9
DATSUN DztO, GREA1' condition, reliable. S1300.
Electric typewriter $75. 256·1751.
3/19
CHEVY NOVA 177 four-door, A/T, PIS, P/D, 6
cyl. VW camper 173. Doth great condition. Must sell.
319
Tel. 83~-4430.
'78 CORONA, FOUR door, excellent condition.
Donna299-9225.
3119
COMMODORE 64, DISCDRIVE. printer, monitor,
joystick, software, paper, two months old. Make
3/8
reasonable offer, 262-0772.
MOVING, MUST SELl. 1969 volkswagen fastback.
Good engine, new fuel injecti.>n control box. Best
offer. 843·9550 or242-3110.
3/8
1967 DODGE DART. S200. Must sell. 873·1218.
3/19
TOYOTA COROLLA 71'. $1400. 299·2051.
3/19
COMMADORE VIC.lO WITH data-set. SIOO. 2SS·
8066.
tfn
CLASSIFIEDS WORK! SELL your bicycle, stamp
collection or what-have-you in tile New Mexico Dally
Lobo classified advertisements.
tfn

RAFTS

.

PHONE SOLICITORS WAN'I'ED 20 hrs/wk. Salary
plus bonus. Apply in person at Solar Mart. 134
Vermont NE. Mon. 12-Wed 14 after I p.m.
3;9
TO $500 WEt:KLYII Reputable firm need
Homeworkers! Easy work- No experience. Apply:
Send stamped,
self-addressed envelope- J.
Associates, Box 726-AP, Elizabeth, NJ 07207.
3/8
ATfENTlON ALL UNDERPAID university faculty
members: If you would like to explore an opportunity
to use your educational background for a substantial
economic reward, please call William E. Ebel, CLV
CHFCat243·8066.
3/8
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To De Announced

I
I1Wed. March 21 $3.0CJ
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I
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23 $4.00
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I
I
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I
•
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1
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:

Thurs. April 12 $3.00
6:00·7:OOpm
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locoted In the SUD Dosement between
Gomes Areo ond Coso del Sol

WORKSHOPS
• Silversmith Classes

We'll call the students who signed up before March 21
to set o meeting time.

• Porcelain Applique
This is handbuilding with slabs of porcelain
combined with mason stains.

• Daslc Wheel Throwing Techniques
Come and learn the steps to centering cloy on the
potters wheel! Shaping & pulling up walls to form cylinders
will be demonstrated. Bring old clothes (aprons provided).
We sell clay.

• Sllkscreen
1 color silkscreen demonstration. This technique
can be used for poster production, t-shlrt logos. or
personalized design prints.

• Daslc Copper Enameling
Participate In the steps of designing and melting enamel
pieces onto a copper plate. Materials provided.

• Basketry

Clay SLAB and pinching techniques are discussed and demonstrated
alan£ with Sculptural Techniques and Problems. We sell clay. Just
bring ideas and money for cloy!

• D~nck 6 White Photography
Learn to process a roll of black & white film (which you provide). The printing process will be demonstrated. If you wont ro
print. bring along printing paper. Chemicals are provided.

• Daslc Tradltlonal Datlk
Bring o 100% ccrton shirt (or material>. Learn the process of
putting designs on textile fabric. The parts not to be dyed
are protected by wo:~ which Is removed afterwards.

• Scrimshaw
Scratch a design onto on ivory ptono key. Oring an x-acto knife,
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The art of Reed Weaving to free form a basket will be taught.
Instruction on "How To" will be honded our. Reeds will be
provided. Just bring a bowl for water to soak the reeds, and a pair of scissors.•

• Handbulldlng In Clay
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0

design.

Have your face permanently recorded in o plaster mold! Get
creative ond compose on infinite facade of unique
ceramic masks from your original face mold.

------------------CLIP AND SAVE

This schedule of workshops ran Incorrectly In Tuesdays Daily Lobo.
This is the correct version. We regret
any inconveniences our mistake may have caused.

RIDER WANTED TO Harrisonburg, Virgmia.
Leaving 3/9 returning 3/18. Brian 277·3597.
3/8
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
lfn
ride needs in the D~ily Lobo.

Lost &Found
CLAIM YOUR I.OST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4;00 p.m. dally.
tfn

MisceUaneous
REAL ESTA'fE CONTRACI'S- turn your REC
into green dollars. Or invest in REC's. Earn 180/o or
3120
morel Lloyd Wright. 881·0313.
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today 131 Marron Hall
tfn

Travel
CAMPUS BICYCLE

(-'.

'fWO.DAY [MARCH 17·18) educational tour of
pueblo and Spanish ruins, churches, and houses
Tijeras to Socorro to Isleta. Call242-1635 for details.
3/9
EUROPE! ROUNDTRIP AIR (Dallas/Frankfurt),
$SS9. 2 mo EURAILPASS $370, Hotels, Group
3/8
Rainbow Tours. 713/524·2727 collect.

TUNEUP and
OVERHAUL $20
Remodeling SOlie

,06 Vassar Sf.

268-6547

UNM Board of Student Publications

Is Now Accepting

APPLICATIONS
for

EDITOR
of the 1984-85

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Employment

1~-------------------------:..A STUDENT SERVI~E"
CLIP AND SAVE
I
I ,;::.
1 Z

NEED SOMEONE TO do some colorful geometric
designs for me. Ple!ISe contact Doone, 265-4936 after
7 p.m. daily.
3119
SELL AVON PRODUCIS. Earn good money.
3/9
Enjoy flexible hours. Call Avon, 345-1765.
CRUISESHIPS ARE HIRING! $16-$30,000!
Carribe!ln, Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory,
newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4444 ext. unewmexicocruise.
3/30
::-PAR-:-:::T::-.TIM=~E:-J::-:Oo-:D:-a-:ft-er_n_oo_n_s-an-:d-:-e-vc....,nl:-ngs---.,.M:-:-'ust be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas Blvd. NE.
3/16
AIRLINES HIRING! STI!."WARDESSES, reser·
vationistsl $14-$39,000. Worldwide! Call for
directory, guide, newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4444 ext.
unewmexicoair.
3/30
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Applicants mu<ot be undergraduate or graduate ~tudent~ enrolled at the University of New Mexico in good academic &tanding in their re;pcclivc college,.
They must have been studentr. at UNM for one full semester prior to th1..,
semester ami have demonstrable experience in journalism. The tenn of office
will run from April 21. IQ84 into April 1985.
Applications are available at the Student Publications business office. room
131 of Marron Hall, from 8:00 a.m. through 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Applications must be completed and returned to the Student Publications business office by 5:00p.m. Monday, March 26, 19!54. The Board will
meet to interview the applicants on Monday. April 2.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Exorcism
6 Torpor
10 Knife thrust
14 W.lndies
volcano
15 Frightened
16 Banned
17 Up high
18 Media unit
20 Declaim
21 Prohibit
22 Girl's name
23 False god
25 Not up
27 Gypsy
30 Turkish peak
31 Muscle
weakness
32Gnome
33 Scepter
36 Meal maker
37 Soup
38Wineand39 Next to Ind.
40Summoned
41 Portion
42 Slept loudly
44 Chartered
45 Eager
47 Duration
48 Moment
49 Bit of work

50 Cupid
54 Baseball hit:
2wds.
57 Utah or Iowa
58 Monkeys
59 Old World
60 Spooky
61 Direction
62 Shape
63 Salad item

WEDNESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Topmast
2 Chinese
wax
3 Developer
4 Seine area:
2wds.
5 Permit
6 Weiland or
Erie7 Author
Wister
8 eat's cry
9 Advertisements
10 College
bowls
11 Fabrics
12 Poplar
13 Martin Van
19 Ward off

21- of Fundy 41 By
24 Unlimited
43 Daintiest
25 Suggested
44 Forelimb
26 Monicker
45 Attorney
27 Frame
46 Meat dish
28 Amerind
47 Footstep
29 Hooches
49Bad
30 Ventilated
51 Unique
32- Sound,
52 "MissWash.
Regrets"
34 As soon as
35 Action
53 Sights
37 Golf figures 55 Crash into
56 Equal: Prefix
38 Gauge
57 Not sweet
40 Studied

